
IMPROVING TONE

Our suggestion is to always work on improving the tone of the voice note by note, not 
attempting to sing a broad range of notes over and over again hoping for different results 
without making any real changes to technique. Each note of the scale should have an 
acoustical balance that creates a pleasant, fully resonant sound and ease of production (e.g., 
no discomfort or feeling of tightness or tension). The key is to always be patient when 
developing aspects of technique, mastering the entire range one single note at a time.
Students often ask us how they can improve their tone in specific areas of their range, and 
most commonly in their head registers.

Once the most important elements of healthy vocal technique, like breathing and correct 
postures of the vocal tract, are in place, the singer can then turn his or her attention to further 
improving head voice tone. If a singer is struggling to sing above his or her secondo 
passaggio with ease and comfort due to technical errors, for instance, developing tone in this 
higher register will be impossible. The laryngeal tilt and vowel modification need to be in 
place in order for the larynx to remain lower and for the vocal folds to stretch and thin 
properly, giving rise to higher pitch. 

Once the student finds singing these pitches comfortable and easy, he or she can then begin 
the task of resonance tuning or formant tuning, which is the process of balancing out the 
higher and lower harmonic partials of the voice. The singer will soon begin to recognise when 
these overtones are present (e.g., the voice will have a fully resonant and vibrant ‘ring’ to it), 
and when they are absent (e.g., the tone will sound almost ‘one-dimensional’, flat, dull, overly 
dark in colour or overly bright or shrill). Then, with the help of a voice instructor who can offer 
feedback and tips, the singer can make the subtle adjustments of the vocal tract that are 
necessary to consistently encourage this tonal balance. Finding this balance every time will 
become easier with practice.

One exercise that we use for some students to reinforce their upper middle and head 
registers involves singing staccato then legato. Staccato often helps a singer to find the 
correct acoustical quality for the pitch that can then be reproduced in legato singing. The 
exercise below can be sung first in staccato and immediately repeated in legato in the same 
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key. The staccato portion of the exercise can later be removed when the student successfully 
sings each note with good tone. This exercise involves a variation on a short major scale, 
making it easy to focus on tone development because of the simple, recognizable pattern and 
the short intervals.
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